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2014 in Review….
Dear Users,
We thank you for your support during 2014 and look forward to your continued
feedback on our updated applications.
As we enter our 5th year of
operations, our major applications
upgrade
programme
continues.
Almost 80% of the Nucleonica
applications have already been
systematically upgraded with a view
to improving user-friendliness and
calculation response times. In this
newsletter we summarise the latest
key developments and describe the
new features available.

In this Issue


What’s New in Nucleonica



New Karlsruhe Nuclide
Chart Online (KNCO)



Training Courses

One of our latest product additions is a contour version of the Karlsruhe Nuclide
Chart (see image) which is described further on page 11.
The Newsletter is divided into the following three sections:
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A. What’s New in Nucleonica: In 2014, the applications Nuclide Mixtures++,
Gamma Library++, Range & Stopping Power++, Nuclide Search / Radiation
Search++, webGraph++, Cambio++, and WESPA++ have all undergone major
revision. The use of the “++” following the application name denotes the new
version. A new application for the calculation of Beta Dose Rates was launched in
November 2014. See more on the following pages.
B. Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart Online (KNCO): The new Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
Online (KNCO) has now been available since January 2014. The main advantage
of the new online version is that through regular (almost daily) updates the
KNCO is always up to date with the latest half-lives and energies of the most
important emitted radiations. For more information see pages 10-11.
C. Training Courses: We provide a short summary of the various courses held
in the past year. The next Nucleonica training course will be held on 15-16 April
2015 in Karlsruhe. Early registration is encouraged. In 2015, Nucleonica again
provides dedicated training courses for your organisation on request.
We hope you will find this Newsletter helpful and informative.
Very best wishes for 2015
Joseph Magill
Managing Director
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What's New in Nucleonica?
1. Nuclide Mixtures++:

More information on the
Nuclide Mixtures++
application

The Nuclide Mixtures application – one of the most powerful tools in Nucleonica
– has undergone a major revision. The new version of the application, now
called Nuclide Mixtures++, has the following new features:
- a new paging feature has been introduced for better management of nuclides
and mixtures. When the number of nuclides in a mixture is greater than about
20, this new feature allows the user to scroll through the component nuclides
by paging. Also when the number of nuclide mixtures is greater than 20, paging
can be used to scroll through the entire list of mixtures
- a new Radiations tab has been introduced to show the “handling” properties
for a mixture and its component nuclides. In particular, the gamma dose rate,
the heat rate (isotopic power) and the neutron emission rate are given for each
nuclide together with the total rates for the mixture
- a new Options tab has been introduced which allows the user to choose the
various quantities shown in the Radiations tab

A 66-page colour brochure
describing all the applications
and features in Nucleonica is
available. The pdf can be
downloaded from our website

Nuclide Mixtures++ showing the Radiations tab
- a new feature – Generate Random Mixture – allows the user to create a
random mixture of (10) nuclides in a single operation. The feature allows for
easy random generation of nuclide mixtures and is particularly useful for “stress
testing” the various Nucleonica applications
- in the main My Mixtures tab, the check boxes can now be used to select
multiple nuclide mixtures. These can then be deleted in a single operation using
the Delete selection button
- In the My Mixtures summary tab, a new column has been introduced which
indicates the nuclear data library (e.g. ENDF/B-VII.1, JEFF3.1, etc.) used to
create the Nuclide Mixture. Currently, the default nuclear data library is
JEFF3.1. In future versions of Nucleonica, the user will have the possibility to
select the nuclear data library
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2. Gamma Library++
The Gamma Library application in Nucleonica has also undergone a major
revision. The new version of the application, the Gamma library+, has the
following new features:
- in the main My Libraries tab, check boxes can now be used to select multiple
gamma libraries. These selected libraries can then be deleted or sent to a
contact in a single operation
- also in the My Libraries tab, a new column has been introduced which gives
the nuclear data library (e.g. ENDF/B-VII.1, JEFF3.1, etc.) used to create the
Gamma Library. Currently, the default nuclear data library is JEFF3.1. In future
versions of Nucleonica, the user will have the possibility to select the nuclear
data library
- new Create/Edit tab for the user friendly creation of gamma libraries.
Selected nuclides and their associated main gamma energies and emission
probabilities are highlighted for easy editing and library creation

More information on the
Gamma Library++

- gamma Libraries now contain the uncertainties in the energies and
emission probabilities
- a new Random Library generator (for stress testing the application) allows
the user to create a gamma library for a random mixture of (10) nuclides in
a single operation. The feature allows for easy generation of gamma
libraries and is particularly useful for “stress testing” purposes
- new Gamma Signature tab shows a graph of the library peaks. The peaks
are colour coded according to nuclide
- new Upload tab for uploading libraries. This feature is restricted to
uploading xml files which have been previously created and downloaded
(e.g. for backup purposes, sending a library to a colleague, etc.)
- the Options tab has been extended and allows the user to a) choose the
nuclear data library to be used (currently JEFF3.1 and 8 TORI), b) show the
uncertainties in the energies and emission probabilities, c) select a format
for library downloading (Genie 2000, GammaVision, Identify, xml), d) set
rules for peak selection for high and low resolution detectors.
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3. Range & Stopping Power++
The new version of the application, the Range & Stopping Power++ (R&SP++),
has the following features:
- in the main tab, the projectile and target materials can be selected. The
projectile energies can be set in various units. The target material can be
selected from elements, pre-defined and user defined compounds.
- The main results are shown in graphs for the Stopping Power, Range, and
Bragg curve. The calculations have been optimised to considerably reduce the
number of server calls

More information on the
Range and Stopping
Power++

Range & Stopping Power++ user interface: the example shows the
stopping power of 5 MeV protons on soft tissue.

- in the Table tab, the results summary is given in tabular form. This table can
be downloaded for further processing
- in the Compound Details tab, the user can easily edit and create existing and
new compound mixtures

We acknowledge the assistance of Prof. Helmut Paul from the Johannes Kepler
University Linz, Austria with this new development.
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4. Nuclide Search / Radiation Search++
In earlier versions of the Nuclide Search / Radiation Search application in
Nucleonica, the database searches were restricted to gamma and X-rays, and
alpha particles. With this new release, the database searches have been
extended to include ß- and ec/ß+ (endpoint energies).
The energies and emission probabilities of ß- and ß+ particles arising from
radioactive decays are of particular interest in fields such as nuclear medicine.
In addition, the user has a choice of databases to search: the European Datafile
JEFF-3.1 or the US ENDF/B-VII.1.

More information on the
Nuclide Search / Radiation
Search++

Nuclide Search / Radiation Search++ user interface

5. Which Browser to use with Nucleonica applications
The new “++” applications in Nucleonica are based on the latest internet
technology which support SVG (scalable vector graphics) and Javascript. These
software technologies are, however, not supported by all browsers. Our
experience with different versions of Firefox, Chrome and Safari is very good
and we recommend these browsers. With Internet Explorer only IE 9 will work.
Where both versions of a Nucleonica application are available i.e. the normal
and “++” version, we encourage you to use the “++” applications. The normal
applications will gradually be phased out. If for some reason you are still using
the normal applications please contact us for further information.
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6. webGraph++
Nucleonica’s webGraph++ is a powerful new scientific graphics application
aimed specifically at scientists and engineers for plotting data and creating
publication quality graphs. There is no software to install.
The application can be accessed at any time from any location – only
requirements are a web browser and an internet connection. The application is
supported by Chrome, Firefox, IE9 and Safari browsers.

More information on
webGraph++

webGraph++ user interface
The new application has the following features:
– in the main myGraphs tab, users can manage their own and system
generated graphs. Graphs can easily be deleted, downloaded (XML and CSV
formats) and edited. A large number of system graphs are provided for
demonstration purposes
– On selection of a particular graph, the image is shown in the Graph tab
(shown above). The underlying data is given in a grid in the Data grid tab
– new graphs can be created manually, by copy & paste from a spreadsheet or
by uploading a datafile (CSV or XML). European and US/UK data formats are
easily accommodated by using decimal separator (“.” or “,”) and field delimiters
(“,” “;”, tab)
– details of the new webGraph++ application are given in the dedicated
wikipage.
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7. Cambio++: Spectrum Conversion & Analysis
Cambio was developed in response to a need of nuclear emergency response
analysts everywhere to be able to quickly read gamma spectra data from any of
a widely growing number of formats used by both commercial and government
detector systems worldwide.
As the number of manufacturers of nuclear detection instrumentation grows, so
does the number of data formats that must be able to be read by emergency
analysts. Manufacturers of instrumentation often need to create new and more
complex versions of their own formats as technology advances and as new user
requirements lead to new, more sophisticated instruments.

More information on
Cambio++

Cambio++ user interface: Multiple spectra can be uploaded and compared in
the graph

The new features include:
– zoom feature allows the user to enlarge a selected area of the graph
– easy graph rescaling and editing based on the use of scalable vector graphics
– spectral data tab shows original file data and data grid for channel, counts,
energy.
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8. Beta Dose Rate (beta release)
A new beta dose rate application in Nucleonica was launched in November
2014.
Radiation dose calculations for beta particles are required in a number of fields
ranging from spent nuclear fuel analyses to dose calculations in nuclear
medicine. The application developed in Nucleonica is an analytic approach
based on the flux of beta particles, the average energy, and the energy
deposition fraction per unit mass. As shown in the graphic below, the
application is easy and intuitive to use and can be applied to single nuclides or
complex nuclide mixtures. A detailed description is given in our wiki
documentation.

More information on the
Beta Dose Rate application

Beta Dose Rate Application user interface
The Nucleonica results compare well with the results from Cross et al. (1982) –
a standard reference work on beta dose rates. The tables of Cross et al. are,
however, less easy to use and are given for approximately only 60 nuclides.
The advantage of Nucleonica’s analytical method is that it is easy and fast to
use and can be applied to all beta emitting nuclides and nuclide mixtures.
Agreement over the entire range of energies and distances is better than a
factor 2-3. The accuracies of the Nucleonica results are adequate for most
radiation protection considerations.
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9. WESPA++: Web Spectrum Analyser for Nuclear and Radioactive
Material Identification
WESPA (Web-based Spectrum Analyser) is an interactive peak-search based
gamma spectrum analysis tool for nuclear and radioactive material
identification. Through an intuitive interface, it allows the user to assist in the
nuclide identification process. WESPA can process spectral files with the IAEA
.spe format directly. Other formats need to be first converted using the Cambio
file converter application in Nucleonica.

More information on
WESPA++

WESPA++ spectrum analysis showing the original spectrum (red) with the
spectrum for the candidate nuclide superimposed (green)
The new features include:
– a new algorithm has been developed for searching the entire gamma energy
database rather than just specific libraries. This has the major advantage that
users no longer need to specify a gamma library

For further information see
Nucleonica Premium Access

– the spectra are shown using SVG (scalable vector graphics) rather than a
graphics plugin. This has many advantages, not least of which is the possibility
to zoom into sections of the spectra for more detailed analysis
– a new tab mySpectra has been introduced which allows the users to select
and manage their spectra. Spectra can be uploaded, downloaded and deleted
- In the mySpectra tab, users can create a spectra based on random nuclides.
This is very useful for test purposes. A spectrum is generated without knowing
the underlying nuclide. WESPA++ is then used to identify the nuclide
– once an energy has been selected, the list of candidate nuclides is listed and
arranged according to specific weighting factors. The most important weighting
factors is the number of peaks common to both the sample spectrum and the
candidate nuclide. If the number of common peaks is high, then this is a strong
candidate nuclide in the sample.
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Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
New Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart Online (KNCO)
The new Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart Online became available for the first time in
2014. For over 55 years, the Chart has been available only in print versions.
This new release of the online version is a major landmark in the evolution of
the Chart.

Order Details:
The Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
Online (KNCO) is accessible
through the Nucleonica portal
http://www.nucleonica.com.
Access to the
ordered from:

KNCO

can be

info@nucleonica.com

Technical Requirements:
The Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
Online (KNCO) requires the
Silverlight plugin to be installed
on the user computer. The
application will run on Silverlight
compatible operating systems
and browsers (Chrome, Firefox,
Internet Explorer, Safari).

The main features on the new online version of the Chart are:


Fully featured electronic version of the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart, giving the
latest new and updated experimental data for ground states and isomers



Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart Online updated on a daily basis



Fast navigation through more than 4000 ground states and isomers



Access to earlier editions (8th Edition 2012, 7th Edition 2006); access to the
“difference” Charts, which show the difference between editions (e.g. the
differences between the 2012 and 2006 editions)



Colour schemes based on modes of decay and half-lives



New "App" interface provides access to the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart Online
and supporting applications (Physical Constants and Conversion Factors,
References, Decay Schemes for selected Nuclides, Fission Isomers, Property
of the Elements, Periodic Table, etc.)



References to original data sources for more than 2000 nuclides updated
since the 7th Edition 2006



Uncertainties in half-lives, now available for the first time in the new online
version; branching ratios of emitted radiations together with uncertainties
where available; accurate, quantitative data on energies and emission
probabilities of the main emitted radiations (alpha, beta, gamma etc.)



Decay schemes for selected nuclides to assist in the interpretation of the
nuclide data in the Chart



Dedicated Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart glossary; additional support with Wiki,
Blog, Forum.

For more information see Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart Online (KNCO)
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New Mosaic Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart at ITU
Print versions of the
Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart…
Download the flyer

On 31.7.2014, Mayor Dr. Frank Mentrup (5th from right) and a delegation from
the city council of Karlsruhe visited the Institute for Transuranium Elements.
Director Prof. Dr. Thomas Fanghänel (4th from right) explained to the guests
the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart – here as a floor mosaic.

The Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart
Fold-out Chart (A4)

Giant Mosaic version of the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart at ITU

Contour Nuclide Chart for European Dialogue Centre

The Roll Map (170x120cm).

This special Contour version of the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart was made for the
new European Dialogue Centre in the European School Karlsruhe. The material
is a panel consisting of two thin layers of aluminium separated by polyethylene.
This “sandwich” arrangement provides for high rigidity and low weight.
If you are interested in such a contour version of the Chart for your
organisation, please contact us at info@nucleonica.com.

The Auditorium Chart, 43 cm x
316 cm.

Artist’s impression of Contour Chart with white background

The Karlsruhe Nuclide "Carpet"
(approximate dimensions 100 cm
x 650 m).

Contour Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart mounted on a concrete wall at the
European Dialogue Centre in Karlsruhe
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Conferences / Meetings 2014
Training Courses 2014
Nucleonica Training Course, April 2014
Upcoming Nucleonica
Training Courses
Next
Nucleonica
Training
Course will take place in
Karlsruhe on 15-16 April
2015.
Registration Now Open
Participating in a Nucleonica
training course is the most
effective way of learning to
use Nucleonica’s tools.
Are you interested?
Please contact us at:
info@nucleonica.com

Introduction to Nucleonica: Core Applications and Tools, 10-11 April, FTU-KIT,
Karlsruhe, 2014. This 2-day training course took place at the Center for
Advanced Technological and Environmental Training FTU, Karlsruher Institut für
Technologie (KIT), during the 10-11 April, 2014.
This was an introductory training course which focused mainly on the
Nucleonica core applications and tools. A detailed description of nuclear data
with particular reference to the various Nucleonica nuclear databases was
given. Core applications were demonstrated through the use of Nucleonica tools
such as the Decay Engine and Dosimetry & Shielding.
A course highlight was the presentation by Yann Donjoux from CERN on an
overview of the classification of radioactive packages for transport. Dr. Zsolt
Soti presented the Karlsruhe Nuclide Chart and Dr. Jozsef Zsigrai gave
presentations on the Gamma Spectrum Generator and Gamma Library
applications. Of special interest were burnup and depletion calculations for the
characterization of legacy waste through the use of the webKORIGEN fuel cycle
analyses module.

For more information and
registration information see
Nucleonica Training Courses

Nucleonica training course at FTU, Karlsruhe 2014
Dedicated, in depth
training onsite for your
organisation
We provide dedicated training
onsite for staff in your
organization
on
request.
Courses focus on decommissioning & waste management
nuclear
security,
environmental radioactivity,
etc.,
or
on
particular
Nucleonica applications.

There were participants from Germany, Belgium, Switzerland), Luxembourg,
and the Netherlands. Guest speakers included Mr. Y. Donjoux (CERN), Drs. Z.
Soti and J. Zsigrai from the JRC/ITU in addition to Dr. J. Magill and Mr. R.
Dreher from the Nucleonica team.

Nucleonica presentation at JRC Ispra, September 2014
An overview of Nucleonica was given at the 6th International Summer School
on

Operational

Issues

in

Radioactive

Waste

Management

and

Nuclear

Decommissioning, 8-12 September 2014, at JRC Ispra in Italy.

Nucleonica training course in Berlin, December 2014
This 1-day training course took place again at the offices of the Federal Office
for Radiation Protection (Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz BfS) in Berlin, during
the 3-4 December 2014. This was an intermediate level training course which
focused mainly on the Nucleonica core applications with emphasis on Case
Studies.
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Careers

Thank you!

Nucleonica is looking for scientific
software developers with a
physics
and
informatics
background, who would like to
grow with us,
who share
integrity, intellectual curiosity
and the desire to work in a
collegial atmosphere with likeminded people. Nucleonica offers
full and part time jobs.

The Nucleonica Team would like to thank the many organizations which have
signed up for Premium use of Nucleonica during 2014 (see our list of our
customers) and we look forward to working with you in 2015.
Nucleonica would like to thank everyone who has contributed during 2014.
Special thanks go to Dr. Vincenzo Romanello for many interactions on the new
Beta Dose Rate application. Thanks also to Dr. Zsolt Soti from JRC ITU for a
many useful discussions on the new WESPA++ development in Nucleonica.

You should have programming
experience in VB, Javascript and
C#.
Internships are available to
undergraduate and advanced
degree students throughout the
year. We are also open for
collaborations
and
meeting
potential partners.
If you would like to apply, simply
send us your CV and cover letter
by email to:

In
2014
Nucleonica
has
made
Médecins Sans Frontières and UNICEF.

donations

to

SOS

Kinderdorf,

joseph.magill@nucleonica.com

Nucleonica GmbH is a spin-off
from the JRC’s Institute for
Transuranium Elements

The mission of Nucleonica is to
provide you with the most
reliable online tools for nuclear
science applications, easy access
to the latest nuclear data, and to
make nuclear education and
training more effective and
interesting.
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